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Legal Disclaimer

This shareholder letter contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These statements may relate to, but are not limited to, expectations of future operating results or financial
performance, market size and growth, industry developments and trends, the calculation of certain of our financial and operating metrics, capital
expenditures, future payroll tax obligations, plans for future operations, headcount and productivity growth, macroeconomic conditions and any
expected benefits of our products, such as cost-savings, competitive position, technological capabilities, inventory capacity and supply chain
conditions, customer adoption of and results from our Connected Operations Cloud and strategic relationships, as well as assumptions relating to the
foregoing. Forward-looking statements are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties, some of which cannot be predicted or quantified and could
cause actual results and events to differ. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,”
“could,” “expect,” “plan,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “intend,” “potential,” “would,” “continue,” “ongoing”, “guidance” or the negative of these
terms or other comparable terminology. You should not put undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not
be read as a guarantee of future performance or results and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which such performance
or results will be achieved, if at all. Forward-looking statements are based on information available at the time those statements are made, including
information furnished to us by third parties that we have not independently verified, and/or management’s good faith beliefs and assumptions as of
that time with respect to future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially
from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking statements. In light of these risks and uncertainties, the future events and circumstances
discussed in this shareholder letter may not occur and actual results could differ materially from those anticipated or implied in the forward-looking
statements. These risks and uncertainties include our ability to retain customers and expand the Applications used by our customers, our ability to
attract new customers, our future financial performance, including trends in revenue and annual recurring revenue (“ARR”), annual contract value
(“ACV”), net retention rate, costs of revenue, gross profit or gross margin, operating expenses, customer counts, non-GAAP financial measures (such as
non-GAAP gross margin, non-GAAP operating margin, and adjusted free cash flow margin), our ability to achieve or maintain profitability, the demand
for our products or for solutions for connected operations in general, the impact of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the Russia-Ukraine conflict,
geopolitical tensions involving China and other macroeconomic conditions globally on our and our customers’, partners’ and suppliers’ operations and
future financial performance, possible harm caused by silicon component shortages and other supply chain constraints, possible harm caused by a
security breach or other incident affecting our or our customers’ assets or data, our ability to compete successfully in competitive markets, our ability
to respond to rapid technological changes, and our ability to continue to innovate and develop new Applications. The forward-looking statements
contained in this shareholder letter are also subject to other risks and uncertainties, including those more fully described in our filings and reports that
we may file from time to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including our Annual Reports on Form 10-K and Quarterly Reports on
Form 10-Q. Except as required by law, we do not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a
result of new information, future developments or otherwise.

This letter contains statistical data, estimates and forecasts that are based on publicly available information or information and data furnished to us by
third parties such as our customers, as well as other information based on our internal sources. While we believe the information and data from third
parties included in this presentation are based on reasonable assumptions, this information involves many assumptions and limitations, and you are
cautioned not to give undue weight to these estimates. We have not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of the information and data
provided by third parties and other publicly available information. Accordingly, we make no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of that
data nor do we undertake to update such data after the date that this letter is first released.

This letter also includes certain non-GAAP financial measures. Reconciliations between our GAAP and non-GAAP financial measures, as well as
important information about our use of non-GAAP financial results and non-GAAP financial guidance for future quarters, can be found in our investor
presentation and/or earnings press release, both of which are available on our investor relations website. A reconciliation of non-GAAP guidance
financial measures to corresponding GAAP guidance financial measures is not available on a forward-looking basis without unreasonable effort due to
the uncertainty and potential variability of expenses, such as stock-based compensation expense-related charges, that may be incurred in the future
and cannot be reasonably determined or predicted at this time. It is important to note that these factors could be material to our results of operations
computed in accordance with GAAP.
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Sanjit Biswas
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer

Samsara delivered another strong quarter, surpassing $660 million of ARR, growing more than 50%
year-over-year. We continued our large customer momentum and ended Q2 with nearly 990 customers
with ARR over $100,000.

While we saw strength in the business, we recognize that Samsara is not insulated from the current
macroeconomic environment. Throughout the quarter, customer demand remained at historically
consistent levels but we saw instances of elongated sales cycles compared to periods of stronger
economic growth.

Despite macroeconomic headwinds, we continue to see strong demand because of three core themes.
First, our customers are the critical infrastructure that powers the global economy. They span diverse
industries that include some of the largest food distributors, chemical companies, energy utilities, freight
carriers, and municipalities. Many have been around for over half a century and have survived challenging
economic cycles.

Second, our customers are challenged with rising inflation and interest rates, disrupted supply chains,
tight labor markets, and geopolitical risk, and they need solutions that provide rapid return on investment.
Samsara’s Connected Operations Cloud is a deflationary lever that helps our customers control costs by
running smarter, safer, and more efficient operations. To illustrate this point, we recently analyzed
Samsara data from 395 customers in field services and logistics in the U.S. and Canada1. They adopted
Samsara’s Connected Operations Cloud and realized the following benefits within their first year:

● 47% reduction in crashes;
● 40% decrease in idling (assuming a price of $5 per gallon of fuel, this is equivalent to roughly

$2,500 per vehicle saved in a year); and
● 20%+ improvement in vehicle utilization.

Third, Samsara is becoming the system of record for physical operations. As our customers digitally
transform to stay competitive, they are using our cloud as the command center that controls their
day-to-day operations.

We remain confident in our ability to solve our customers’ greatest challenges in this difficult
environment. Looking ahead, we are excited to partner with our customers and invest for the long-term to
deliver purpose-built products and services that enable business resilience.

1 See Appendix for methodology notes.
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CUSTOMER FOCUS

We focus on building relationships with our customers, solving their problems, and delivering a great
customer experience. At the center of this process is our Samsara customer feedback loop, where we
listen and respond to our customers’ greatest needs. In Q2, we hosted our inaugural customer conference
– Samsara Beyond – in conjunction with our first-ever Samsara Investor Day. Hundreds of Samsara
customers gathered to discuss the state of physical operations, the challenges they are facing, and the
multitude of ways Samsara delivers value.

At Samsara Beyond and throughout Q2, our customer feedback loop was in full swing. We heard from
customers about how they are turning data into a competitive advantage. For example, with the Samsara
Connected Operations Cloud, less-than-truckload carriers are improving trailer utilization, field services
companies are streamlining operations to gain efficiency, and oilfield companies are optimizing asset
utilization. These conversations are critical as they shape where we prioritize our R&D efforts to maximize
impact and efficiency.

We are proud to be transforming physical operations, and during the conference, we honored those who
are achieving the highest outcomes on our platform.  Below are highlights from our 2022 Samsara
Connected Operations Award Winners:
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION DRIVING BUSINESS RESILIENCE & PROFITABILITY

In Q2, we launched our inaugural State of Connected Operations Report with findings from over 1,500
operations leaders across eight countries. The report showcases how digitization drives business
resilience, why the new industrial workforce is demanding intelligent tools, and how investments in
sustainability are paying off. The research found that Connected Operations Leaders—those who reported
the highest level of digital maturity–are better equipped to thrive in 2022 and beyond.

Streamlining Worker Productivity

ArcBest is the 14th largest for-hire fleet in the United States with over 1,600 road units, 2,700 city vehicles,
and over 7,000 drivers. ArcBest needed a partner who could integrate data across multiple platforms to
help drive their expansive safety program while providing next-level visibility. By leveraging Samsara’s
open API, ArcBest created a custom integration into their proprietary software to minimize manual
management. This resulted in a 50% decrease in time spent managing unassigned Hours of Service.

Improving Asset and Fuel Efficiency

One of the largest school districts in the state of Georgia, serving over 180,000 students in 141 schools,
needed data to monitor and safely transport students to and from school. Using Samsara’s Vehicle
Telematics and several integrations to manage bus routes, including BusPlanner, they reduced the time
variability of arrivals and departures for their buses, while improving their operations and overall student
safety. Additionally, the school district now has vehicle diagnostics (tire pressure and idling) and access
to Samsara’s fuel reports to save money on fuel across their 2,000+ bus fleet.
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Digital transformation and delivering an easy-to-use technology platform enable these kinds of cost
savings that are helping our customers combat inflation, delight their customers, and differentiate
themselves from competitors in their industries.

EMPOWERING THE NEW INDUSTRIAL WORKFORCE

Physical operations businesses represent more than 40% of global GDP and are powered by a workforce
of drivers, field technicians, safety managers, fleet managers, warehouse supervisors, and more. Their
on-the-job challenges have been largely unmet by the technology they’re using today. Samsara’s
Connected Operations Cloud is leading the charge to digitize the worker experience by eliminating
inefficient pen and paper processes, streamlining the user experience, and delivering solutions for the
modern workforce. Our customers benefit from a safer and more efficient industrial workforce.

Enhancing Safety Workflows to Save Lives

Superior Plus Propane (Superior) is a leading U.S. propane distributor serving 24 states with 2,300 trucks
and more than 1,000 drivers. Superior installed Samsara’s AI Dash Cams and Camera Connector to
expand their video-based safety program and reduce backup incidents. Within six months of installing
Samsara AI Dash Cams and launching our video-based coaching, they achieved a 90% reduction in
speeding. Overall, Superior has seen a significant reduction in backup incidents and costs related to false
property damage claims with a 52% reduction in on-road accident costs and a 50% reduction in rollovers.

Simplifying Maintenance Workflows to Extend Asset Life

Fraikin UK is a division of Fraikin, one of Europe's largest commercial fleet and rental services companies
with 60,000+ commercial vehicles across 12 countries. Fraikin UK looked to optimize their fleet
operations and maintenance routines for their 200+ customers. Using Samsara, Fraikin now empowers
their customers with actionable data, including proactively managing their maintenance workflows by
identifying fault codes and vehicle issues to reduce downtime and expensive repairs.
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New Product Features to Transform the Worker Experience

Samsara is doubling down on innovations that simplify day-to-day tasks, keep workers safe, and
ultimately make their workplaces more connected. At Samsara Beyond, we announced purpose-built
product features to improve the worker experience including:
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BUILDING FOR THE LONG-TERM

Becoming the System of Record for Operations

We’ve pioneered the Connected Operations Cloud to access, analyze, and act on the world’s vast expanse
of operations data as we become the system of record for physical operations. Similar to leading cloud
platforms that exist to deliver actionable insights for IT workers, Samsara has built a software cloud that
uses AI to deliver actionable insights for both operations leaders and frontline workers.

In the last six months alone, we’ve processed over 2.6 trillion data points, and saw over 23 billion API
calls. As more customers connect to the Samsara platform, the scale of our data grows exponentially. We
use this data to continuously tune our analytics models and provide an increasing number of actionable
insights for our customers. In turn, our continuously improving platform is even more appealing for new
and existing customers, creating a flywheel effect. By processing this data through our platform, we are
able to fundamentally reimagine the way our customers do business and unlock net-new opportunities for
cost savings.

# of Data Points Processed (Cumulative)                                               # of API Calls (Cumulative)

(Billions)                                                                                                                                              (Billions)
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Liberty Energy specializes in hydraulic fracturing and engineering services for exploration and production
companies in the oil and gas industry. With major operations in four of the nation’s largest oil-producing
states and thousands of machines operating over 10 states, they face a complex tax system based on
how long their machines run in a given jurisdiction. By connecting real-time operations data from the
machines with their tax system and team, Liberty is able to more accurately represent their operations
and report to the government. With Samsara as the system of record and our open API, Liberty Energy
created a custom integration with their tax software that they expect will save them $10 million a year.
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Expanding OEM Partnership Ecosystem

As modern assets exit the factory and enter the field, Samsara can deliver our existing Vehicle
Telematics and Equipment Monitoring applications without hardware tied to the application. This quarter
we continued to invest in our ecosystem, announcing new partnerships with two of the largest U.S.
automakers (Stellantis and General Motors) and Thermo King, a global leader in sustainable transport
temperature control solutions.

Embedded telematics data, such as GPS location,
vehicle speed engine hours, fuel usage, and tire pressure

Two-way integration for
seamless data access
and monitoring across

the cold chain.

Investing in Product Leadership

We continue to invest in our product leadership team to help grow and scale our product offerings while
doubling down on product innovation. In Q2, we hired Jeffrey Hausman as Chief Product Officer and
appointed Kiren Sekar as the company’s first Chief Strategy Officer.

Jeff joined Samsara from ServiceNow, where he served as Senior Vice President and General Manager of
the Operations Management Portfolio - ITOM, ITAM, Security, Risk, and ESG. He brings over 25 years of
experience leading product development as a senior executive across a wide range of products at
McAfee, Symantec, Hewlett-Packard, and Veritas. Jeff’s track record of scaling large transformative
software companies will be a tremendous asset to Samsara as we expand our Connected Operations
Cloud.

Kiren joined Samsara at founding, and under his product leadership, Samsara scaled to $660M+ ARR in
seven years and launched five products: Video-based Safety, Vehicle Telematics, Apps & Driver
Workflows, Equipment Monitoring, and Site Visibility. As Chief Strategy Officer, he will focus on our
long-term strategy and continue leading new and emerging product incubation and development.
Continuing to launch new product lines will be instrumental as we continue to grow and scale the
Samsara platform.
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Efficient Global Expansion to Support our Customers

Q2 was our best hiring quarter since the pandemic began, driven in part by our well-received
work-from-anywhere strategy. Approximately 85% of new hires in Q2 were remote-first employees. Our
remote work model is unlocking access to the global talent pool, with new hires spread across the U.S.,
Mexico, Canada, and Europe.

It’s been an exciting quarter of efficient growth across our product offerings, partnerships, product
leadership, and global footprint. Our success is the result of many teams driving the world of physical
operations forward. In closing, I want to extend my gratitude to all our customers, partners, investors, and
Samsarians. I’m looking forward to what we’ll achieve next.
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Dominic Phillips
Chief Financial Officer

Q2 was highlighted by strong top-line growth and continued operating efficiency improvements. However,
the quarter was also impacted by broader macroeconomic headwinds which contributed to instances of
elongated sales cycles. For example, we saw some higher levels of required deal approval, longer trial
periods, and intensified ROI validation, compared to periods of stronger economic growth. Having said
that, we saw no significant change in pipeline conversion or win rates for most of our core customers, and
demand remains robust. Samsara is well positioned to directly reduce our customers’ operating costs in
an inflationary environment, and our results reflect the importance of digital transformation taking place
across the world of physical operations as customers look for ways to improve the safety, efficiency, and
sustainability of their operations.

Q2 FY23 HIGHLIGHTS

Top-line Results
Samsara delivered high growth at scale, with ending ARR of $663 million, growing 52% year-over-year, and
Q2 revenue of $154 million, growing 52% year-over-year.

Several factors drove our strong-top line performance in Q2:

● Large Customer Momentum: Our capital allocation continues to be focused on landing and
expanding with large customers. Samsara helps large customers digitally transform their
complex operations by providing full visibility and control over thousands of disparate assets,
including workflows, data integrations, alerts, and AI, all in one dashboard. Also, large customers
generally are more resilient through economic uncertainty, have more attractive long-term unit
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economics, and have higher gross and net retention rates. We now have 989 $100K+ ARR
customers, a quarterly increase of 92, and an annual increase of 374, or 61% year-over-year
growth. Almost 60% of the $100K+ additions in Q2 were expansions with existing customers, and
$100K+ ARR customers now represent 46% of our total ARR, up from 42% one year ago. More
specifically, we saw particular strength within our largest customers. We ended Q2 with 41 $1M+
ARR customers, a record quarterly increase of 7, and almost doubling over the past year. While
the majority of these large customer additions were expansions, we landed two new $1M+ logos
who are now top 15 ARR customers: one of the world’s largest crane and equipment companies,
and a top-10 less-than-truckload transportation carrier2. Concurrent with our large customer
momentum, ARR contribution from smaller customers continued to decrease. Non-core
customers (<$5K ARR) decreased to below 6% of total ARR in Q2 due to lower, macro-driven
pipeline generation, and our continued prioritization of investments upmarket.

● Multi-Product Strength: Multi-product transactions continue to contribute greatly to our top-line
growth, showing the strength of our Connected Operations Cloud in the market. Of our ten largest
deals in Q2, eight included 2+ applications, and five included 3+ applications. More broadly, 70%+
of core customers and 90%+ of $100K+ ARR customers subscribe to 2+ applications, and more
than 50% of $100K+ ARR customers subscribe to 3+ applications. We’re also seeing
multi-product strength at scale: Video-based Safety crossed $300 million in ARR, Vehicle
Telematics ended at more than $250 million of ARR, and our remaining non-vehicle applications
combined to contribute more than 10% of total ending Q2 ARR. Our multi-product strength is one
of the core pillars of our expansion motion, resulting in a dollar-based net retention rate for core
customers and large customers greater than our target of 115% and 125%, respectively.

2 Source: Transport Topics - Top Less-Than-Truckload Carriers, ranked by 2022 revenue.
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Figures as of Q2 FY23
1 Defined as two or more product subscriptions
2 See Appendix for definition
3 Represents split of total ARR by product

● Emerging Product Momentum: While Q2 was another strong quarter for core products, our
emerging products had an even stronger quarter. Specifically, a quarterly record 17% of net new
ACV came from our non-fleet applications (Equipment Monitoring and Site Visibility), including
our second and third largest Equipment Monitoring deals ever, both of which were multi-product
transactions that also included Video-based Safety and Vehicle Telematics. In fact, 47% of our
multi-product core customers ($5K+ ARR customers representing 94% of total ARR), and 65% of
our multi-product large customers ($100K+ ARR customers representing 46% of total ARR)
subscribe to emerging, non-fleet products. This shows the breadth of customer adoption for our
non-fleet products, and we see a significant opportunity to expand the depth of adoption within
our customer base by monetizing a broader set of assets. For example, our largest expansion in
the quarter, to an existing top-5 ARR customer, was driven by a broader roll-out of Equipment
Monitoring. This large oilfield services firm already uses Samsara Video-based Safety and Vehicle
Telematics to manage their fleet, as well as Equipment Monitoring for visibility and control over
non-vehicle assets such as trailers, forklifts, and monoline fracking equipment. In Q2, they
expanded to bring additional field equipment, such as containerized sand, onto the Samsara
platform, and there are future expansion opportunities across all products.
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Profitability Results
In addition to our strong top-line performance, we continue to focus on driving operating efficiency
improvements across our business as we scale. As a result, we saw strong year-over-year leverage across
all functions.

● Non-GAAP gross margin was 73% in Q2 FY23, compared to 72% in Q2 FY22, an improvement of
approximately 1 percentage point, primarily from product optimizations, improved one-time
commercial strategies, and larger scale. Q2 was our 8th consecutive quarter of 70%+ non-GAAP
gross margin.

● Non-GAAP operating margin was (13%) in Q2 FY23, compared to (30%) in Q2 FY22, an
improvement of more than 50%, or 17 percentage points year-over-year: 1 percentage point from
gross margin (see above), 5 percentage points from improved S&M productivity, 7 percentage
points from R&D leverage in our core products, and 4 percentage points from leverage across
G&A. We remain focused on finding additional leverage across all functions as we scale our
business.

● Adjusted free cash flow margin (excludes non-recurring capital expenditures associated with the
buildout of our new corporate office facilities) was (25%) in Q2 FY23, compared to (46%) in Q2
FY22, an improvement of 21 percentage points year-over-year. Over the past couple of years,
adjusted free cash flow began to lag non-GAAP operating margin due to the global supply chain
disruption and the associated increase in component and logistics costs. However, we started to
see adjusted free cash flow margin converging in Q2, and we expect that trend to continue due to
supply chain improvements, improved device optimizations, and a larger renewal base that
doesn’t require new connected devices. As a result, we believe non-GAAP operating margin is a
good leading indicator for profitability while we continue operating in a supply chain-constrained
environment.
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Headcount
At the beginning of FY23, we set out to grow our talent base to drive growth and support future scale, and
we’re succeeding in that goal. Q2 was our largest hiring quarter in almost three years. More than 50% of
our net new employees joined our go-to-market teams to support new and existing customers and future
growth. Through the first half of the year, our headcount growth is in line with our headcount growth in the
first half of FY22. However, we also recognize the ongoing macroeconomic uncertainties will likely persist
into the second half of the year. So while we will continue growing headcount in FY23, we will be cautious
and even more disciplined in prioritizing investments across our business to deliver margin improvement
and balanced growth.

Q3 FY23 AND FULL-YEAR FY23 GUIDANCE
Based on our Q2 results and increased forecast clarity for the second half of the year, we’re raising our
revenue and profitability guidance (both dollars and margin) for full-year FY23.

We’re raising our full-year revenue guidance to between $610 and $614 million, or between 42% and 43%
year-over-year growth. In addition to increasing our top-line guidance, we continue to focus on achieving
savings through operational efficiencies. As a result, we’re improving our FY23 non-GAAP operating
margin guidance to (18%), and we’re raising our FY23 non-GAAP EPS guidance to between ($0.21) and
($0.23).

Q3 FY23 FY23

Total Revenue
Y/Y Growth

$154 million - $156 million
35% - 37% growth

$610 million - $614 million
42% - 43% growth

Non-GAAP
Operating Margin %

(20%) (18%)

Non-GAAP EPS ($0.06) - ($0.07) ($0.21) - ($0.23)

1 Refers to financial guidance previously issued on June 2, 2022.
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Additional modeling notes for FY23:

● No changes to non-GAAP gross margin outlook for FY23, which is expected to be in the low 70s
percent (in line with consensus estimates at the time of this shareholder letter).

● Adjusted free cash flow margin for FY23 is expected to be in the mid negative 20s percent (an
improvement from mid to high negative 20s percent in our Q1 FY23 shareholder letter, and from
low negative 30s percent in our Q4 FY22 shareholder letter, due to improved operating efficiency).

○ We expect Q3 and Q4 adjusted free cash flow margin to be roughly the same, and to be
an improvement relative to Q1 and Q2 due to higher collections and improved operating
margin.

● Weighted average shares outstanding is expected to be 517 million shares for Q3 FY23 and 514
million shares for full-year FY23.

To wrap up, while we’re operating in an uncertain macroeconomic environment, we are pleased with our
performance in the first half of the year. We are digitizing the world of physical operations, and our cloud
is becoming our customers’ system of record. We remain committed to continued operating efficiencies
on our path to profitability and are focused on making investments in the highest ROI areas of our
business. We believe that with our markets, our cloud, and our focus on efficiency, we are well positioned
to deliver durable growth and improve profitability.
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Appendix

DEFINITIONS

Annual Contract Value (ACV)
We define ACV as the annualized value of a customer's total contract value for Samsara products as of
the measurement date.

Annual Recurring Revenue
We define ARR as the annualized value of subscription contracts that have commenced revenue
recognition as of the measurement date.

Customer
We define a customer as an entity that has an ARR of greater than $1,000 at the end of a reporting period.

Core Customer
We define a core customer as an entity that has an ARR of greater than $5,000 at the end of a reporting
period.

Large Customer
We define a large customer as an entity that has an ARR of greater than $100,000 at the end of a
reporting period.

Net Retention Rate
We calculate our dollar-based net retention rate as of a period end by starting with the ARR from the
specified cohort of customers as of 12 months prior to such period-end, or the Prior Period ARR. We then
calculate the ARR from these same customers as of the current period-end, or the Current Period ARR.
Current Period ARR includes any expansion, and is net of contraction or attrition over the last 12 months,
but excludes ARR from new customers in the current period, as well as any ARR associated with paid
trials. We then divide the total Current Period ARR by the total Prior Period ARR to arrive at the
point-in-time dollar-based net retention rate. We then calculate the weighted average of the trailing
12-month point-in-time dollar-based net retention rates to arrive at the dollar-based net retention rate.

In calculating the dollar-based net retention rate for core customers and for $100K+ ARR customers, we
look at the cohort of customers with a Prior Period ARR greater than $0 who have exceeded $5,000 ARR
in the case of core customers, or $100,000 ARR in the case of $100K+ ARR customers,  during their
lifetime as a Samsara customer.
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METHODOLOGY NOTES

Field Services and Logistics Customer Data Study
The statistics shown are based on anonymized historical data of 395 Samsara customers in Field
Services and Logistics who operate in the United States and Canada. All customers selected for the
sample customer cohort have more than 100 active devices (either Samsara’s Vehicle Telematics or
Video-Based Safety solutions). The cohort has collectively traveled more than 793 million total miles in
the last 12 months. Samsara analyzed the first 12 months of adoption for each customer, who all started
using Samsara in 2018 or later. The percent improvement was calculated by comparing the average of the
first three months and the average of the last three months of each customer’s first 12 months with
Samsara. Comparisons of crash statistics were compared against the baseline measurement period and
were detected by Samsara Vehicle Gateways. Utilization is defined as trip hours divided by total available
vehicle hours in a given month. The available hours are calculated based on the number of active vehicles
in a given month.
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NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES

Non-GAAP Gross Profit and Non-GAAP Gross Margin—We define non-GAAP gross profit as gross profit
plus stock-based compensation expense-related charges, including employer taxes on employee equity
transactions, included in cost of revenue. Non-GAAP gross margin is defined as non-GAAP gross profit as
a percentage of total revenue. We use non-GAAP gross profit and non-GAAP gross margin in conjunction
with traditional GAAP measures to evaluate our financial performance. We believe that non-GAAP gross
profit and non-GAAP gross margin provide our management and investors consistency and comparability
with our past financial performance and facilitate period-to-period comparisons of operations.

Non-GAAP Loss from Operations and Non-GAAP Operating Margin—We define non-GAAP loss from
operations, or non-GAAP operating loss, as loss from operations plus stock-based compensation
expense-related charges, including employer taxes on employee equity transactions, lease modification,
impairment, and related charges, and restructuring and related charges. Non-GAAP operating margin is
defined as non-GAAP operating loss as a percentage of total revenue. We use non-GAAP loss from
operations and non-GAAP operating margin in conjunction with traditional GAAP measures to evaluate
our financial performance. We believe that non-GAAP loss from operations and non-GAAP operating
margin provide our management and investors consistency and comparability with our past financial
performance and facilitate period-to-period comparisons of operations.

Non-GAAP Net Loss and Non-GAAP Net Loss per Share—We define non-GAAP net loss and non-GAAP
net loss per share as net loss and net loss per share excluding stock-based compensation
expense-related charges, including employer taxes on employee equity transactions, lease modification,
impairment, and related charges, and restructuring and related charges. We use non-GAAP net loss and
non-GAAP net loss per share in conjunction with traditional GAAP measures to evaluate our financial
performance. We believe that non-GAAP net loss and non-GAAP net loss per share provide our
management and investors consistency and comparability with our past financial performance and
facilitate period-to-period comparisons of operations.

Adjusted Free Cash Flow and Adjusted Free Cash Flow Margin—We define adjusted free cash flow as net
cash used in operating activities less cash used for purchases of property and equipment, plus
non-recurring capital expenditures associated with the build-out of our corporate office facilities in San
Francisco, net of tenant allowances. Adjusted free cash flow margin is calculated as adjusted free cash
flow as a percentage of total revenue. We believe that adjusted free cash flow and adjusted free cash flow
margin, even if negative, are useful in evaluating liquidity and provide information to management and
investors about our ability to fund future operating needs and strategic initiatives.
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